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ABSTRACT: Dissolved organic matter (DOM) is a large and
complex mixture of molecules that fuels microbial metabolism and
regulates biogeochemical cycles. Individual DOM molecules have
unique functional traits, but how their assemblages vary
deterministically under global change remains poorly understood.
Here, we examine DOM and associated bacteria in 300 aquatic
microcosms deployed on mountainsides that span contrasting
temperatures and nutrient gradients. Based on molecular trait
dimensions of reactivity and activity, we partition the DOM
composition into labile-active, recalcitrant-active, recalcitrant-
inactive, and labile-inactive fractions and quantify the relative
influences of deterministic and stochastic processes governing the
assembly of each. At both subtropical and subarctic study sites, the
assembly of labile or recalcitrant molecules in active fractions is primarily governed by deterministic processes, while stochastic
processes are more important for the assembly of molecules within inactive fractions. Surprisingly, the importance of deterministic
selection increases with global change gradients for recalcitrant molecules in both active and inactive fractions, and this trend is
paralleled by changes in the deterministic assembly of microbial communities and environmental filtering, respectively. Together, our
results highlight the shift in focus from potential reactivity to realized activity and indicate that active and inactive fractions of DOM
assemblages are structured by contrasting processes, and their recalcitrant components are consistently sensitive to global change.
Our study partitions the DOM molecular composition across functional traits and links DOM with microbes via a shared ecological
framework of assembly processes. This integrated approach opens new avenues to understand the assembly and turnover of organic
carbon in a changing world.
KEYWORDS: dissolved organic matter, molecular activity, molecular reactivity, assembly processes, microbes, global change

■ INTRODUCTION
Dissolved organic matter (DOM) is a complex and diverse
mixture of labile and recalcitrant molecules that actively shape
the biogeochemical cycles of all ecosystems on Earth.1−6

Compared to bulk carbon pools traditionally considered, the
partitioning of organic matter into various fractions, such as
particulate and mineral-associated pools7 or labile and
recalcitrant pools,8,9 is improving predictions of the vulner-
ability of DOM to global change. However, individual
molecules vary in their sensitivity to multiple simultaneous
global change drivers, such as climate change and human
activities.10,11 For instance, the decomposition of recalcitrant
carbon molecules with high activation energy is more sensitive
to temperature than labile carbon molecules.10 Nutrient
enrichment arising from human activities further complicates
the interpretation of carbon cycling dynamics12 because it
stimulates labile carbon assimilation for microbial growth,
resulting in decreased nutrients for recalcitrant carbon
decomposition.13,14 These differential sensitivities make it

challenging to predict DOM turnover in a changing world. As
such, there is a need to understand how the molecular
composition of DOM and its dynamics respond to the
synergistic effects of global drivers.
To address these challenges, we have developed a DOM

partitioning framework (DOMPart) that partitions DOM
molecules into four fractions based on two orthogonal trait
dimensions of molecular reactivity15−17 and activity:18 labile-
active, recalcitrant-active, recalcitrant-inactive, and labile-
inactive (Figure 1a; Chart 1). Molecular reactivity is the
capacity for a molecule to be degraded and thus determines the
type and potential biogeochemical function of compounds. For
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example, less biologically reactive compounds, such as
recalcitrant molecules like lignin, are prone to persist in
environments, whereas labile compounds like sugars are
rapidly consumed by microbes.19 In contrast, molecular
activity indicates the number of potential biochemical
transformations that a molecule is involved in. Activity may
better relate to the rate of biochemical processes or functions
than reactivity,18 but it is not typically viewed as a molecular
trait in the previous literature.
Our framework can be used to explain how changes in DOM
fractions are influenced by deterministic and stochastic
processes (Chart 1 Figure).20 Identifying which, when, and
where DOM assemblages are mainly governed by deterministic
processes could help predict their turnover and dynamics
resulting from global change. Some molecules may be
selectively lost or preserved due to variation in production
and transformation rates associated with specific environ-
mental conditions and biotic interactions. These are
considered deterministic processes, a perspective that is
analogous to the deterministic assembly of ecological
communities arising from birth and death events (Chart 1
Figure). Deterministic processes can lead to a pattern of
divergent molecular composition across local assemblages via
“variable selection” or convergent molecular composition via
“homogeneous selection”.21,22 Variable selection involves
molecules being filtered in different ways by a shift in

environmental conditions, whereas homogeneous selection
involves local environments consistently selecting for the same
types of molecules.22 Similarly, molecular assemblages can be
influenced by stochastic processes analogous to those
comprising ecological neutral theory such as drift and dispersal
(Chart 1 Figure).23 For example, stochastic processes may be
important when fewer molecules are produced or transformed,
consistent with ecological and evolutionary expectations that
random events are influential for small-sized populations.
Compared to stochastic processes, deterministic processes are
jointly influenced by biotic and environmental variables, as well
as intrinsic traits of DOM, which could ultimately result in
predictable changes in molecular composition in response to
environmental changes. Variation in the influence of these
deterministic processes would, therefore, imply the sensitivity
of compositional turnover of DOM to global change.
Here, we examine how the ecological mechanisms

structuring DOM assemblages vary along global change
gradients using 300 aquatic microcosms enriched with varying
nutrient levels deployed on subtropical and subarctic
mountainsides in China and Norway.24,25 This experiment is
characterized by identical initial DOM supply and composition
but different locally colonized microbial communities,24 which
allowed us to compare compositional dynamics of DOM
across temperature and nutrient gradients under field
conditions. The two global change drivers jointly generated

Figure 1. Framework for studying the effects of global change on dissolved organic matter (DOM) composition. (a) Conceptual framework for
understanding the ecological processes under global change by including the DOM partitioning strategy. The framework displays the trade-offs in
ecological processes (i.e., deterministic selection and stochastic processes) underlying four DOM fractions based on two trait dimensions of
molecular reactivity and activity: labile-active (LA), recalcitrant-active (RA), recalcitrant-inactive (RI), and labile-inactive (LI) molecules. The
background drawings in the four fractions are networks of molecules indicated by light green dots. The small circle in the middle indicates
molecules with relatively intermediate transformations that were excluded from the four fractions. For better three-dimensional visualization, the
size of the circles decreases upwards, and the arc of each quadrant circle represents the dominant ecological processes for the defined fractions
under a global change scenario. More detailed hypotheses of the relative importance of ecological processes underlying the four DOM fractions are
shown in panels (b) and (c). Specifically, for active fractions, the labile molecules are expected to be more deterministically assembled than the
recalcitrant molecules (b). For deterministic processes, microbial communities are expected to exert more control in the labile-active fraction,
whereas environmental conditions are expected to be the major determinant in the recalcitrant-active fraction (c). Dots with a cross indicate that
there is no clear expectation for the relative importance of different ecological processes for the inactive fractions.
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Chart 1. Glossary of Terms for Merging Organic Chemistry and Ecology
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an energy supply gradient, which was reflected by the primary
productivity of algae (Figure S1). Briefly, we selected five
different elevations on each mountainside, and at each
elevation, we established 30 microcosms composed of natural
lake sediments and artificial lake water with 10 nutrient levels
ranging from 0 to 36 mg N L−1. The sediment bacteria were
examined using high-throughput sequencing of 16S rRNA
genes.24 Additionally, the sediment DOM was examined using
ultra-high-resolution electrospray ionization Fourier transform
ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS).25

We evaluated the hypotheses that the four DOM fractions
are governed by different ecological processes and that their
relative importance will be modified by the joint influence of
temperature and nutrient concentrations (Figure 1). More
specifically, for a given global change scenario, we predicted
that both active and labile DOM fractions would be primarily
governed by deterministic processes20 associated with micro-
bial interactions (Figure 1b,c) because microbes have a high
substrate specificity and preferentially consume nutrient-rich
substrates to support biosynthetic processes.26−28 Under a
future global change scenario such as elevated temperature and
nutrient concentrations, the relative importance of determin-
istic processes is expected to vary unpredictably across DOM
fractions. This is because the responses of recalcitrant
molecules to environmental and microbial processes could be
greater than,29 equivalent to,8 or even less than30 those of the
labile molecules, whereas a few studies document the
responses of inactive fractions. Our results now show that
the active and inactive fractions of DOM assemblages are
structured by contrasting ecological processes, and their
recalcitrant components are unexpectedly sensitive to future
global change. The integration of the DOMPart framework
into the fundamental mechanisms controlling the molecular
composition of DOM could improve our understanding of the
functional properties of organic carbon and its dynamics under
global change.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental Design. To examine biotic (i.e., microbial)

vs abiotic effects on contrasting DOM fractions, we conducted
field experiments along mountainsides in China and Norway.
We took advantage of elevational temperature gradients as
natural experiments to understand the responses of biological
communities and ecosystem function to global change.31 The
comparative field microcosm experiments were conducted in a
subtropical region, Laojun Mountain in China (26.6959 N;
99.7759 E), and in a subarctic region, Balggesvarri Mountain in
Norway (69.3809 N; 20.3483 E), in September−October and
July 2013, respectively, as first reported in Wang et al.
(2016).24

On each mountainside, we selected five different elevations.
The elevations were 3822, 3505, 2915, 2580, and 2286 m a.s.l.
on Laojun Mountain in China and 750, 550, 350, 170, and 20
m a.s.l. on Balggesvarri Mountain in Norway. At each
elevation, we established 30 aquatic microcosms (1.5 L bottle)
composed of 15 g of sterilized lake sediments and 1.2 L of
sterilized artificial lake water. The addition of 15 g of sterilized
sediments at the bottom of bottles formed an ∼5 mm sediment
layer to create a diffusive boundary layer at the sediment−
water interface. We then added nutrients to the overlying water
in each bottle at 1 of 10 levels of 0, 0.45, 1.80, 4.05, 7.65, 11.25,
15.75, 21.60, 28.80, or 36.00 mg N L−1 of KNO3. To
compensate for nitrate additions shifting stoichiometric ratios,

KH2PO4 was added to the bottles so that the N/P ratio of the
initial overlying water was 14.93, which was similar to the
annual average ratio in Taihu Lake in 2007 (i.e., 14.49). We
used the term “nutrient enrichment” to refer to manipulations
of both nitrate and phosphate, the former of which was used to
represent nutrient enrichment in the statistical analyses due to
the consistent N/P ratio. Each nutrient level was replicated
three times. The employed nutrient gradient was extensive
enough to mimic the conditions ranging from high latitude and
high elevation lakes in Norway to more eutrophic lakes in
subtropical China, which enables us to reach general
conclusions across contrasting climate zones. The bottles
were buried into the local soils by 10% of their height to buffer
against large air temperature variations.
All microcosms being simple had the same initial sediment

and water conditions, and we only altered nutrients and
temperature (here elevation). The lake sediments were
obtained from the center of Taihu Lake, China, and were
aseptically canned per bottle after autoclaving. The sterilized
sediments were considered a standardized “culture medium”
for microbial colonization and can theoretically be produced
from any lake. This is the key to enabling us to quantitatively
examine biotic (i.e., microbial) vs abiotic effects on contrasting
DOM fractions. The colonized communities in the micro-
cosms allowed us to capture the local and regional species
pools at each experimental site. Such a field experiment across
climate zones enables us to maximize the variations in
microbial community composition among the 300 micro-
cosms. At the start of the experiment, bacterial biomass was
low, while the sediment bacterial species were gradually and
continuously selected by dispersal processes and by environ-
mental filters of the overlying water and sediments and were
expected to form stable and adaptive communities after a 1
month incubation. The simplified experimental ecosystems
were highly ideal and useful for examining the ecological
processes underlying DOM assemblages in response to global
change drivers.

Sample Collection and Biogeochemical Analyses. At
the end of the 1 month experimental period, we aseptically
sampled the overlying water and sediments of the 300 bottles
(i.e., 2 mountains × 5 elevations × 10 nutrient levels × 3
replicates) for the following analyses of environmental
variables, bacterial, DOM compositions. Details on field
experiments, sample collection, environmental variables,
bacterial, and DOM analyses were described in Wang et al.
(2016)24 and Hu et al. (2021).25 Briefly, environmental
variables were measured for each sediment and water sample
(Table S1), including energy supply (i.e., water pH, sediment
chlorophyll a, sediment total organic carbon, and dissolved
organic carbon), and contemporary nutrients (i.e., total
nitrogen, total phosphorus, NOx

−, NO2−, NH4+, and PO43−
in the sediments and NO3−, NO2−, NH4+, and PO43− in the
overlying water). Sediment bacteria were examined using high-
throughput sequencing of 16S rRNA genes. The sequences
were processed in QIIME (v1.9),32 and operational taxonomic
units (OTUs) were defined at a 97% sequence similarity. The
bacterial sequences were rarefied to 20,000 per sample.
Highly accurate mass measurements of DOM within the

sediment samples were conducted using a solariX XR 15T
ultra-high-resolution Fourier transform ion cyclotron reso-
nance mass spectrometer (FT-ICR MS, Bruker Daltonics,
Billerica, MA). The FT-ICR MS was coupled to an
electrospray ionization (ESI) interface, as demonstrated
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previously33 with some modifications. DOM was solid-phase-
extracted for the FT-ICR MS measurement34 with some
modifications. Data analysis software (BrukerDaltonik version
4.2) was used to convert raw spectra to a list of m/z values
using an FT-MS peak picker with a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
threshold set to 7 and absolute intensity threshold to a default
value of 100. Putative chemical formulae were assigned using
an in-house software Formularity35 following the compound
identification algorithm.36 The assigned molecules were
categorized into eight tentative compound classes based on
van Krevelen diagrams:37 lipids (O/C = 0−0.3, H/C = 1.5−
2.0), proteins (O/C = 0.3−0.55, H/C = 1.5−2.2), amino
sugars (O/C = 0.55−0.67, H/C = 1.5−2.2), carbohydrates
(Carb; O/C = 0.67−1.2, H/C = 1.5−2), unsaturated
hydrocarbons (UnsatHC; O/C = 0−0.1, H/C = 0.7−1.5),
lignin (O/C = 0.1−0.67, H/C = 0.7−1.5), tannin (O/C =
0.67−1.2, H/C = 0.5−1.5), and condensed aromatics
(ConHC; O/C = 0−0.67, H/C = 0.2−0.7). More details on
bacterial community and DOM analyses are provided in the
Supplementary Methods.

DOM Features. The relative abundance of molecules was
calculated by the normalization of signal intensities of assigned
peaks to the sum of all intensities within each sample. The
chemical characteristics of molecules were evaluated by 16
molecular traits related to molecular weight, stoichiometry,
chemical structure, and oxidation state (Table S1). These traits
were mass, the number of carbon (C), the modified
aromaticity index (AIMod),

12,38 double bond equivalents
(DBEs),38 DBE minus oxygen (DBEO),

38 DBE minus AI
(DBEAI),

38 standard Gibb’s free energy of carbon oxidation
(GFE),39 Kendrick defect (kdefectCH2),

40 nominal oxidation
state of carbon (NOSC),38 O/C ratio, H/C ratio, N/C ratio,
P/C ratio, S/C ratio, and carbon use efficiency (Ymet).

41 These
traits were calculated for each molecule using the R package
ftmsRanalysis42 and scripts at https://github.com/danczakre/
ICRTutorial. DBE represents the number of unsaturated bonds
and rings in a molecule.38 Higher values of DBE, AI, and
NOSC all indicate a higher recalcitrance of DOM. A large
Kendrick defect can indicate a higher degree of oxidation.
Lower values of Ymet indicate a higher thermodynamic
efficiency of metabolic reactions involved in biomass
production.41 Weighted means of formula-based molecular
traits (e.g., the Masswm for Mass) were calculated as the sum of
the trait of the individual molecule (Massi) and relative
intensity Ii divided by the sum of all intensities (Masswm =
Σ(Massi × Ii)/Σ(Ii)) using the R package FD V1.0.12.43
The potential biochemical transformations of molecules

were identified following the previous literature.2,18,44 All
possible pairwise mass differences between FT-ICR MS peaks
were compared with a database of 1255 commonly observed
mass differences associated with biochemical transformations.
For example, a mass difference of 18.03437 corresponds to a
loss or gain of an ammonium group, while a difference of
180.06339 would putatively indicate loss or gain of a glucose
molecule. Inferring biochemical transformations is possible due
to the ultrahigh mass resolution of FT-ICR MS data.
Transformations were then counted for each molecule to
classify molecular activity. The database and the scripts for the
calculation of biochemical transformations are publicly
avai lable at https://gi thub.com/danczakre/Meta-
Metabolome_Ecology.
Putative interactions between molecules were quantified

using co-occurrence network analysis. The co-occurrence

network was inferred based on the SparCC (Sparse
Correlations for Compositional data)45 correlation matrix
constructed with the R package SpiecEasi V1.0.7.46 Molecules
observed in more than 1/3 of the total samples in China or
Norway were retained for correlation calculations. The
threshold value of SparCC ρ correlations for generating co-
occurrence networks was 0.30 to filter the uncorrelated or
weakly correlated interactions. We then calculated network
properties, including the degree and betweenness centrality, for
each node (i.e., molecule) with the R package igraph V1.2.6.
Degree is defined as the number of edges that connects a focal
node to other nodes.47 Molecules with a higher degree are
more interconnected within an assemblage. Betweenness
centrality measures the extent to which a node lies on paths
between other nodes. Molecules with a higher betweenness
centrality communicate more with other molecules within an
assemblage.47 Network images were generated with Gephi
(http://gephi.github.io/).

Partitioning DOM. We parsed DOM assemblages of
19,538 molecular formulae into four contrasting partitions by
considering two molecular trait dimensions: reactivity and
activity. Reactivity represents the potential utilization of
organic compounds by microorganisms and generally consists
of the lability and recalcitrance,16 which could be, respectively,
differentiated by values above and below a H/C ratio of
1.5.37,48 According to D’Andrilli et al. (2015), the cutoff of H/
C ratio = 1.5 is the threshold of molecular lability vs
recalcitrance. This cutoff was developed from the FT-ICR MS
molecular data and can be visualized in van Krevelen diagrams.
For the activity, DOM comprises biochemically active and
inactive fractions based on the number of potential molecular
(or metabolite) transformations in biochemical processes.18

Transformations were counted for each molecule, and we
assumed that molecules involved in less than 1 and more than
10 transformations were considered “inactive” and “active”,
respectively. The selection of a transformation cutoff may not
be generalizable across studies but serves to demonstrate the
potential utility of our DOMPart framework. The cutoff of 10
transformations was based on two observations. First, there
was a clear decrease in the number of transformations above 10
but still sufficient number of active molecules in each window
for the moving-window analyses and βNTI null models
(Figure S2). Second, the results of assembly processes for
molecules with transformations from 2 to 10 were similar to
those with ≤1 but differed greatly for those >10 trans-
formations (Figure S3). The cutoff of 1 transformation was
largely based on a few transformations and sufficient numbers
of inactive molecules in each window for the statistical
analyses. Thus, to focus on the main messages in this study, we
only showed results regarding transformations ≤1 and >10 to
represent “inactive” and “active” fractions, respectively. Overall,
we had four molecular reactivities × activity combinations:
labile-active (H/C ≥ 1.5, transformations > 10), recalcitrant-
active (H/C < 1.5, transformations > 10), recalcitrant-inactive
(H/C < 1.5, transformations ≤ 1), and labile-inactive (H/C ≥
1.5, transformations 1.5).

Statistical Analyses. We disentangled the ecological
processes structuring the four DOM fractions identified by
the DOMPart framework from three perspectives.
First, we quantified the relative importance of stochastic

versus deterministic processes for the assembly of organic
molecules into the DOM pools. We used an ecological null
modeling approach,20 which involves the construction of a
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dendrogram built from the functional traits of DOM
molecules. This approach is analogous to functional trait
similarities in ecological analyses.49,50 Specifically, we gen-
erated a molecular characteristic dendrogram using 16
molecular traits (Table S1).20 We calculated the potential
molecular similarities between chemical formulae using
Euclidean distances, which were then used to perform a
UPGMA hierarchical cluster analysis using the “average”
method with the function “hclust” in the R package stats
V3.6.1. We then quantified the molecule dendrogram-based
turnover in molecular composition between a given pair of
assemblages using the β-mean nearest taxon distance metric
(βMNTD).20 βMNTD estimates the mean dendrogram
distance to the closest relative in a paired assemblage for all
molecules

f d f d
MNTD

min( ) min( )

2
i
n

i i j i
n

i i j1 1k

k

k k m m

m

m m k=
+= =

where f idk
is the relative abundance of molecule i in assemblage

k, nk is the number of molecules in assemblage k, and min(didkjdm
)

is the minimum dendrogram distance between molecule i in
assemblage k and molecule j in assemblage m.

β-diversity null modeling was performed to examine whether
molecular assemblages were significantly more or less similar
than would be expected by random chance alone and to assess
whether assemblages were deterministically or stochastically
assembled. We thus calculated the dendrogram-based β-
nearest taxon index (βNTI), which compares the observed
β-mean nearest taxon distance (βMNTD) between pairs of
samples to a null expectation generated by breaking observed
dendrogram associations20

i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzzNTI 1

MNTD MNTD
MNTD

obs null

sd
=

where βMNTDobs is the observed βMNTD for the observed
assemblages, MNTDnull is the mean βMNTD for the null
assemblages, and βMNTDsd is the standard deviation of
βMNTDnull values. For βNTI calculations, 999 randomized
null assemblages were generated by shuffling the tips of
dendrogram and βNTI was calculated using the “qpen”
function (ab.weight = FALSE) in the R package iCAMP
V1.2.8.51 As such, peak intensities could not contain the same
ecological meaning as variation in species abundances. The use
of peak intensities from FT-ICS MS is therefore not suitable
for null modeling without additional information linking peak
intensities to concentrations. Analogous to applying this metric
to ecological communities,52,53 the degree of tip-level
clustering or overdispersion in metabolite assemblages can be
quantified. Deterministic processes explain the observed
assemblage differences if a |βNTI| value is greater than 2,
while stochastic processes are responsible for assemblage
differences if a |βNTI| value is less than 2. Deterministic
processes could be further broken down into variable selection
if βNTI is greater than 2, and homogeneous selection if βNTI
is less than −2.
Second, for deterministic processes, the relative contribu-

tions of bacterial communities and environmental variables
were quantified for the assemblages of DOM partitions with
variation partitioning analysis (VPA).54 We used individual
bacterial genera to perform a principal coordinate analysis
(PCA), and the first seven axes of PCA accounting for 90.6%

of the total variance were used as explanatory variables
representing the bacterial communities. Environmental varia-
bles included chlorophyll a, total organic carbon, dissolved
organic carbon, total nitrogen, total phosphorus, NOx

−, NO2−,
NH4+, and PO43− in the sediments and pH, NO3−, NO2−,
NH4+, and PO43− in the overlying water (Table S1). We
selected the above explanatory variables for regression analyses
by forward selection.55 VPA was performed with the R package
vegan V2.4.6.54

Third, to study further potential drivers of variation in DOM
assembly processes, we used the synthetic variable of energy
supply to represent the joint outcome of increasing temper-
ature and nutrient enrichment that characterize global change.
We used water pH as an easily measured in situ proxy for
energy supply, as opposed to laboratory-based measurements
that were more removed from the field system. The link
between energy supply and joint influences of temperature and
nutrients was supported by these variables being positively
associated with primary productivity, which was further
correlated with water pH (R2 = 0.60, P < 0.05; Figure S1
and Table S2). That is, water pH could represent primary
productivity due to its strong positive correlation with
sediment chlorophyll a at almost all nutrient levels and
elevations due to depleting dissolved CO2 upon algae
growth.24 In addition, we observed no predictable patterns in
the relative influences of ecological processes on DOM
assembly along either global change driver (Figures S4 and
S5), but water pH often showed the highest correlations with
βNTI across DOM fractions with some exceptions (Figures S6
and S7). This result indicates that the integrated supply of
kinetic (i.e., temperature) and potential (i.e., nutrients)
energies is more important in driving molecular composition
than either type of energy on its own.
To assess the effect of increasing energy supply on the

ecological processes underlying DOM partitions, we used a
moving-window approach.56,57 This approach enables con-
tinuous and/or sharp transitions in ecological processes to be
identified along a continuum of global change drivers. We first
sorted the samples along the energy supply gradient, from
minimum to maximum water pH, separately for China and
Norway. We used 1/3 of samples (i.e., 50) as the window size,
generating 101 windows (e.g., 1−50, 2−51, ..., 101−150
consecutive samples). We then calculated the mean pH for
each window, resulting in a pH gradient ranging from 8.0 to
10.2 in China (gradient across individual samples from 7.5 to
10.8) and a gradient from 7.6 to 9.1 in Norway (full gradient
from 7.4 to 10.0) (Figures S8 and S9). For each window, we
performed analyses of the βNTI null modeling and VPA. To
examine the variability of ecological processes along the energy
supply gradient, we calculated the ratio of standardized
deviation and mean of the relative importance of each
ecological process (i.e., variable selection, homogeneous
selection, or stochastic processes) by randomly using 50, 60,
70, or 80 windows (100 bootstraps) along the energy supply
gradient for each DOM partition in China or Norway.
Additionally, we confirmed that the results were robust to
window size by repeating the analyses with a fixed size of 60
samples (Figure S10).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chemical Characteristics of the Four DOM Fractions.

In total, 19,538 molecules in the 300 microcosms were parsed
into four fractions based on their reactivity and activity: labile-
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Figure 2.Molecular composition of dissolved organic matter (DOM) in China and Norway. (a) Van Krevelen diagrams showing the distribution of
the molecules in the four partitioned fractions: labile-active (LA), recalcitrant-active (RA), recalcitrant-inactive (RI), and labile-inactive (LI)
molecules. There was a large overlap in the van Krevelen space between active and inactive molecules, represented by large and small dots,
respectively, which, however, highlights the importance of including activity as a second dimension of traits. (b) The relative abundance of DOM
categories of compound classes in China and Norway. The different colors from red to gray represent differences in degradability from lability to
recalcitrance.

Figure 3. Ecological processes structuring dissolved organic matter (DOM) fractions under global change. (a) The distribution of the relative
importance of variable selection for four DOM fractions in China (CN) and Norway (NO). The other ecological processes, that is, homogeneous
selection and stochastic processes, are shown in Figure S14. The four DOM fractions are labile-active (LA), recalcitrant-active (RA), recalcitrant-
inactive (RI), and labile-inactive (LI) based on two dimensions of molecular reactivity and activity. (b) Emergent hypotheses to explain ecological
processes structuring the dynamics of DOM compositional change. The four DOM fractions can be transported into and out of a given sample
volume in which production and transformation occur. The combined rate of production and transformation relative to the rate of transport is
analogous to the Damköhler number. The labile-active and recalcitrant-inactive fractions are hypothesized to have the highest and lowest
Damköhler numbers, respectively. We further propose that the relative influences of stochastic and deterministic processes over the DOM assembly
are related to the Damköhler number, though the relationship is not monotonic, but instead has a concave functional form for reasons summarized
in the figure panel. A DOM pool, indicated by the ellipse, could be partitioned into the four fractions along the Damköhler number gradient. In the
ellipse, the four fractions are putatively distributed along the Damköhler number gradient. RI and LA will have the lowest and highest Damköhler
numbers, respectively. LI and RA will occur at intermediate positions along the gradient. Effective population size indicates the number of
molecules that are actively associated with production and transformation. (c) Violin plots of the variability of the relative importance of variable
selection for four DOM fractions in China and Norway. Variability was calculated as the ratio of the standardized deviation to mean of the relative
importance of each ecological process calculated across the pH gradients.
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active, recalcitrant-active, recalcitrant-inactive, and labile-
inactive molecules (Figures 1a and 2a and Table S3). We
found that molecular activity could provide complementary
information to molecular reactivity, which is supported by the
overall overlapped positions in the van Krevelen space between
active and inactive molecules with a H/C ratio above or below
1.5 (Figure 2a). As expected, there were distinct molecular
characteristics among the four fractions in both study regions.
Specifically, there were clear differences in the relative
abundance of molecular compounds between active and
inactive fractions for both labile and recalcitrant molecules
(Figure 2b). Compared to active fractions, there were relatively
more inactive molecules (15−23% of all molecules; Table S3),
but this fraction had lower relative abundances (7−10%, on
average; Figure S11) and fewer molecular interactions, as
indicated by a lower degree and betweenness centrality in co-
occurrence networks constructed for the DOM assemblages
(Figure S12). Recalcitrant fractions, particularly the recalci-
trant-inactive molecules, had the highest mass and recalci-
trance, the latter of which was indicated by molecular traits
such as a low H/C ratio and high values for the aromaticity
index, double bond equivalents, and nominal oxidation state of
carbon12 (Figure S13).

Variation of Ecological Processes across the Four
Fractions. The mechanisms underlying molecular assemb-
lages of the four DOM fractions were examined with
dendrogram-based null modeling.20 We found that the
molecular assemblages were jointly structured by deterministic
and stochastic processes, and their relative importance varied
across DOM fractions (Figures 3a, S14, and S15). Specifically,
deterministic processes leading to variable selection dominated
the labile-active fraction with a mean relative importance of 87
and 82% in China and Norway, respectively. Variable selection
was much less important in recalcitrant-active (75 and 62%),
recalcitrant-inactive (31 and 26%), and labile-inactive fractions
(12 and 20%) (Figure 3a). The variation in assembly processes
across DOM fractions indicates that, independent of the
traditionally considered molecular reactivity or bioavailability
(i.e., lability vs recalcitrance),9,58,59 deterministic and stochastic
processes primarily structured active and inactive fractions of
DOM, respectively. We also found that there were contrasting
patterns in ecological processes underlying both labile and

recalcitrant fractions for active versus inactive molecules. For
active molecules, the recalcitrant fraction was more stochastic
than the labile fraction, which is consistent with our initial
hypothesis (Figure 1b). Unexpectedly, however, inactive
molecules showed the opposite pattern, whereby the
recalcitrant fraction was more deterministic than the labile
fraction (Figure 3a).
Large variation in the relative importance of deterministic

processes across DOM fractions as observed here has not been
reported previously. However, we offer some potential
explanations for these results. We suggest that variation in
the influence of deterministic processes may be associated with
differences in ecosystem properties that influence organic
carbon persistence.60,61 For example, variation in physico-
chemical factors such as redox conditions and mineral
sorption, and biological effects caused by extracellular enzyme
diffusion, can impose different constraints on the decom-
position of DOM fractions. Spatial and/or temporal variation
in these factors may, in turn, lead to variation in the influences
of deterministic processes. If each factor selects for different
types of DOM, their influences may further interact and
modify signals of deterministic processes.
Alternatively, variation in the influence of deterministic

processes could be tied to different rates of production and
transformation of the DOM fractions. For instance, stronger
influences of deterministic processes in the active fraction
could be due to shorter time scales of DOM production and
transformation, relative to the inactive fraction. Rapid rates
that vary systematically across molecules based on molecular
traits should, in theory, lead to stronger influences of
deterministic processes; for example, if certain types of
molecules are selected for or against based on variation in
production and transformation rates. In contrast, the putatively
low rates of production and transformation of the inactive
fraction may allow for greater stochasticity, potentially due to
larger influences of spatial movement of molecules effectively
diluting otherwise deterministic outcomes. This is conceptually
analogous to the Damköhler number, which is often used in
hydrology and biogeochemistry to quantify the influence of
reaction rate relative to the rate of solute transport.62,63 That is,
for the inactive fraction, the rate of DOM transport into or out
of a given sample volume may have a larger influence over

Figure 4. Effects of energy supply on the relative importance of ecological processes structuring dissolved organic matter (DOM) fractions. We
plotted the relative importance of variable selection against pH for four DOM fractions in China (hollow points) and Norway (solid points). The
other ecological processes, that is, homogeneous selection and stochastic processes, are shown in Figure S17. Relationships are visualized with
generalized additive models with a k of 5. The four DOM fractions are labile-active, recalcitrant-active, recalcitrant-inactive, and labile-inactive
molecules and were based on two dimensions of molecular reactivity and activity.
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DOM assembly than systematic (i.e., deterministic) variation
in the rates of production or transformation, which are likely to
be low for the inactive fraction (Figure 3b).
Our data also suggest that the analogy between the

Damköhler number and assembly processes is likely more
complicated than the simple scenario discussed above. Within
the inactive molecules, we observed stronger influences of
deterministic processes in the recalcitrant fraction, relative to
the labile fraction. We hypothesize that the recalcitrant-inactive
fraction could persist longer than the labile-inactive fraction
due to a combination of the inherent chemistry of recalcitrant
molecules that slow their decomposition, and the emergent
property of a lower number of putative biochemical trans-
formations in the inactive molecules (Figure 3b). In turn, we
hypothesize that the recalcitrant-inactive fraction may persist
long enough so that its molecular composition becomes
relative similar through space and time (Figure 3b). In this
case, the rate of transport would have little influence over
molecular composition even though the rates of production
and transformation are putatively very low. Thus, molecules
may enter the recalcitrant-inactive fraction deterministically
(based on their chemistry) and then rarely leave (due to low
transformation rates). This would result in the assembly of the
recalcitrant-inactive fraction being deterministic, as observed
here.

Variation in Assembly Processes under Global
Change. To study further the potential drivers of variation

in DOM assembly processes, we tested how the balance
between stochastic and deterministic processes varied across
the energy supply gradient for the four DOM fractions using a
moving-window analysis. This analysis revealed that the
relative influence of these processes varied along water pH
gradients for both regions (Figures 3c, 4, S14, S16, and S17).
For instance, the influence of variable selection changed with
energy supply to a greater extent for the inactive than for active
fraction, and this was true for both labile and recalcitrant
molecules (Figure 3c). The connections between assembly
processes and pH were stronger in Norway than in China
except for the recalcitrant-inactive fraction (Figure 3c). More
specifically, with elevated energy supply in both regions, the
relative influence of variable selection was often increasingly
dominant for active molecules, eventually reaching an
asymptote (Figure 4). This finding is consistent with the
strong divergence in DOM assemblages along pH gradients,
especially for active fractions (Figure S18). The influence of
variable selection also increased with energy supply for the
recalcitrant-inactive fraction in both regions but decreased with
and was a hump-shaped function of energy supply for the
labile-inactive fraction in Norway and China, respectively
(Figure 4). These results revealed that variable selection was
more strongly connected to energy supply for inactive than for
active molecules, irrespective of molecular reactivity (Figure
4).

Figure 5. Relationships between variable selection and bacterial or environmental determinism underlying dissolved organic matter (DOM)
fractions. For each DOM fraction, we fitted linear models between the relative importance of variable selection and the explained variations of
bacterial communities (a) or environmental conditions (b) estimated from variable partitioning analysis along the energy supply (i.e., water pH)
gradient in China (hollow points) and Norway (solid points). Solid and dotted lines indicate the statistically significant (P ≤ 0.05) and
nonsignificant (P > 0.05) relationships, respectively. Four DOM fractions are labile-active, recalcitrant-active, recalcitrant-inactive, and labile-
inactive based on two dimensions of molecular reactivity and activity.
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Microbial versus Environmental Influences over DOM
Composition. We further found that deterministic processes
were generally associated with microbial effects and environ-
mental filtering for each of the four fractions. For instance, in
the active fractions, especially recalcitrant molecules, bacterial
community composition was more important for structuring
DOM composition as the relative importance of variable
selection was positively correlated with the variation in DOM
composition that was explained by bacterial community
composition (Figure 5a) but generally negatively correlated
with the variation that could be explained by environmental
conditions (Figure 5b). In contrast, inactive fractions,
especially recalcitrant molecules, were more influenced by
environmental conditions than bacterial communities (Figure
S19). However, the relative importance of variable selection
still increased as more of the variation in DOM composition
was explained by bacterial community composition in China
(R2 = 0.68, P < 0.001) and Norway (R2 = 0.33, P < 0.001)
(Figure 5a). These contrasting patterns of microbial and
environmental influences across the four fractions varied along
the energy supply gradients. Specifically, for active fractions,
the bacterial effects were increasingly important toward higher
water pH, in contrast to inactive fractions, wherein the
influence of environmental conditions increased toward higher
pH (Figure S19).
Collectively, our results indicate that, irrespective of the

traditionally considered molecular bioavailability (i.e., lability
vs recalcitrance),9 the roles of bacterial and environmental
influences were strong in structuring molecular composition
for active and inactive fractions, respectively, especially at high
productivity. The weaker bacterial influence on inactive
fractions could be due to these compounds being less available
to microbes caused by factors such as mineral protection and/
or low concentrations of individual compounds.64 These
factors may lead to minimal microbial processing and, in turn,
stochastic variation in which molecules are transformed.

Implications. The ecological processes structuring molec-
ular assemblages of DOM remain challenging to discern, yet
are critical for predicting the persistence of carbon under
global change scenarios. Our study provides quantitative
approaches to disentangle these ecological processes under
any conditions of interest, such as global change, especially for
contrasting DOM fractions that we characterized based on
molecular reactivity and activity. No studies, to the best of our
knowledge, have jointly considered these two important
dimensions of DOM traits. Our results show that quantifica-
tion of molecular activity could be a particularly useful way to
identify the underlying mechanisms structuring DOM
assemblages. Molecular activity may even be a better predictor
of organic carbon persistence than the long-standing
perception of recalcitrance65 being an intrinsic property of
organic molecules that determines their persistence.
Specifically, our results support this shift in focus from

potential reactivity to realized activity, as the level of activity
was the primary axis separating deterministic and stochastic
assembly processes. That is, active and inactive fractions were
primarily governed by deterministic and stochastic processes,
respectively, across both labile and recalcitrant fractions. This
phenomenon may be explained by our proposed hypotheses
regarding the relative influences of deterministic production/
transformation and stochastic transport, which is analogous to
the Damköhler number and can conceptualize the dynamics of
DOM compositional change (Figure 3b). Combining the

DOMPart framework with other data, such as microbial gene
expression and measured biogeochemical rates, can be used to
further evaluate the inferences discussed above and reveal
mechanisms controlling molecular activity. More broadly, this
shift in focus toward realized activity is consistent with the shift
away from focusing on intrinsic recalcitrance/lability in the
carbon cycling literature of soil and marine ecosystems.61,64,65

We also found that within each level of molecular activity
there were contrasting patterns in the ecological processes
structuring labile versus recalcitrant molecules and their
responses to global change. These results suggest that
ecological processes could be better disentangled by including
both dimensions of molecular reactivity and activity, rather
than traditionally considering bulk DOM pools or reactivity
pools alone.8,58,66,67 Generally, our results and the DOMPart
framework provide a new perspective on the processes
structuring DOM by partitioning it into fractions based on
multiple dimensions of molecular traits. Further application of
the DOMPart framework across systems could ultimately be
used to inform predictive ecosystem models, potentially at
multiple scales from local scales to the Earth system. Collating
DOMPart outcomes across systems could also provide data-
driven predictions of the balance between stochastic and
deterministic processes structuring DOM composition across
environmental conditions and in response to global change.
Finally, our findings reveal that global change promotes an

energy-dependent shift in the balance of stochastic and
deterministic processes in structuring molecular assemblages
of DOM. For active molecules, we documented that
deterministic processes were increasingly important toward
higher-energy supply, largely due to microbial processing. This
finding should, in principle, make DOM compositional
turnover more predictable in response to global change using
molecular traits. However, we also found an increase in
deterministic processes via environmental filtering and micro-
bial processing in response to global change for inactive
molecules and particularly the inactive recalcitrant fraction.
This result was surprising because deterministic processes did
not dominate the assembly of inactive molecules. Nonetheless,
this result indicates that the molecular composition of inactive
recalcitrant fraction may be increasingly predictable with
increasing energy supply. The altered assembly processes in
response to increased energy supply could be due to a variety
of factors such as redox conditions leading to the release of
DOM from reactive mineral surfaces68 and thus elevating
microbial activity, as indicated by the decreased molecular
mass and increased N/C ratio (Figure S20). More generally,
our results emphasize the need to consider both active and
inactive fractions when predicting the fate of DOM. That is,
the inactive DOM fractions accounted for 15−23% of all
molecules across our samples (Table S3) and may provide a
more stable carbon stock due to their low involvement in
biogeochemical cycles. Our results collectively indicate that
environmental change can substantially affect the composi-
tional turnover of inactive fractions, with potential implications
for biogeochemical functioning at ecosystem scales. Thus, the
persistence of DOM in a changing world may largely rely on
the sensitivity of these inactive fractions.
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